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iophysicists and neuroscientists have long sought to understand how the interactions between individual neurons collectively yield network dynamics. To study such phenomena, biophysicists have worked for decades to develop optical reporters of neuronal membrane voltage, with the goal of concurrently visualizing neurons' electrical dynamics and complex interactions. 1 By comparison, multielectrode recording methods have already provided a wealth of data but have been restricted in their abilities to densely sample local microcircuits and to distinguish between neurons of different genetic classes. 2 Optical sensors, in combination with suitable targeting strategies, have the potential to overcome both of these limitations. Indeed, in recent years, synthetic and genetically encoded fluorescent Ca 2þ indicators have become prominent tools for imaging neural Ca 2þ dynamics across large sets of individual neurons of known types. 3À8 Nevertheless, though a useful correlation often exists between Ca 2þ dynamics and neuronal spiking across a range of spike frequencies, the slow kinetics and saturation of [Ca 2þ ]-related fluorescent signals constrain the utility of Ca 2þ imaging as a means of probing spiking dynamics in many neuron types. 4, 9 Numerous voltage-sensitive indicators 1,10À18 permit direct imaging of cellular membrane potentials. Organic voltage-sensitive dyes have allowed functional mapping studies in awake mammals 14 and studies of individual cells' dynamics in invertebrates 19 and mammalian brain slices. 20 However, such studies have often been constrained by the propensities of voltage-sensitive dyes toward photobleaching, phototoxicity, and nonspecific background labeling. Recently, several varieties of genetically encoded fluorescent voltage sensors have emerged that have allowed detection of aggregate neural activity in vivo and single spikes in vitro. 11, 15 These have been complemented by hybrid approaches that combine genetically encoded, membrane-targeted B fluorescent proteins with synthetic voltage-sensing molecules. 16 Nevertheless, these probes have been limited by slow kinetics and limited dynamic range, 11 low quantum yields, 15, 21 and possible interference with cellular capacitance. 16 These constraints have precluded concurrent detection of single action potentials across large populations of individual neurons in the live mammalian brain. Toward addressing these challenges, we studied whether tools from nanotechnology, specifically, bright, multifunctional semiconductor quantum dots (qdots), 22, 23 might be useful for imaging neuronal membrane potentials. Qdots are known to possess voltage-sensitive optical properties, including a redshifting of the qdot's fluorescence emission peak, spectral broadening, and a decrease in the intensity of fluorescence emission ( Figure 1C,D) . 24À27 Qdots also are highly resistant to photobleaching and exhibit large quantum yields and absorption cross sections for one-(σ 1 ) and two-photon (σ 2 ) excitation. For example, CdSe qdots with radius R ∼ 3 nm exhibit cross sections of σ 1 > 1 nm 2 and σ 2 > 3 Â 10 4 GM, as compared to σ 1 ∼ 10 À2 nm 2 and σ 2 ∼ 3 Â 10 2 GM for green fluorescent protein. 28, 29 To evaluate the spike detection capabilities of qdot indicators quantitatively, we applied a theoretical approach that incorporates the physical, biophysical, and statistical components of the problem. We calculated the effect of applied electric fields on the qdot's electronic structure and examined how this modulates a qdot's fluorescence intensity and emission spectra. We also studied nonspherical, nonhomogenous qdots, which we refer to more generally as semiconductor nanocrystals, and found that these nanoparticles can demonstrate much greater voltage sensitivity than conventional qdots. This highlights the importance of rational design in the creation of nanoparticle sensors.
To quantify a qdot's capabilities to detect action potentials, we modeled the roles of the qdot's optical properties, the optical instrumentation, and neurophysiological parameters in setting the detection fidelity of voltage imaging experiments. We calculated how well the modulations of fluorescence lifetime and spectrum can enhance spike detection fidelity. We then examined neuronal spike detection using qdots in both wide-field epi-fluorescence and laser-scanning microscopy. We found that the voltage sensitivity and brightness of qdots should allow simultaneous monitoring of the spiking output of tens to possibly hundreds of cells. Thus, qdot and other nanoparticle voltage sensors merit in-depth experimental study.
RESULTS
Semiconductor Nanocrystals Have Voltage-Dependent Photophysical Properties. Absorption of a photon in a semiconductor nanocrystal excites a bound electronÀhole pair, known as an exciton, which subsequently recombines by either radiative or nonradiative processes (Supporting Information). We modeled the dynamics of fluorescence excitation and emission in a nanocrystal as those of a two-state system, with rate constants k a for excitation of the pair, k r = τ r À1 for radiative decay with fluorescence lifetime τ r , and k nr for nonradiative decay (Supporting Information). The lifetime is inversely proportional to the overlap between the electron and hole wave functions, τ r µ |AEψ e |ψ h ae|
À2
, and typically ranges between 10 and 100 ns, several times that of organic dyes and fluorescent proteins, which typically have lifetimes of ∼1À10 ns. 23 We found the wave functions for the electron and hole by treating them as distinct particles moving in a three-dimensional potential well and with different effective masses, m e * and m h * (Supporting Information).
The particles' energies are inversely proportional to their effective masses, which are intrinsic properties of the semiconductor. Although qdots can be synthesized from a number semiconductor materials, we restricted our attention to those made of type IIÀVI semiconductors, as these emit at visible and near-infrared wavelengths and represent the most photophysically robust type of qdot that is readily obtainable by present synthesis techniques. 30 For IIÀVI semiconductors, m h * > m e * , so holes have lower energy and are thus more susceptible to perturbations such as applied electric fields. The fluorescence emission spectrum from a population of qdots at physiological temperatures exhibits a C single peak at a wavelength that depends on the qdots' size. Near this peak, the spectrum has an approximately Gaussian shape of ∼30 nm fwhm. This spectral width arises due to the inhomogeneous size distribution of the dots, thermal broadening, and Stark shifts caused by charge fluctuations on or near the dots' surface that modulate their individual emission spectra (spectral diffusion). 23, 25 When a time-independent, spatially uniform electric field is applied to a qdot, the electronÀhole pair polarizes along the field gradient, creating two optical signatures of applied fields: an increase in the qdot lifetime, τ r , and a decrease in the emitted fluorescence energy, E γ ( Figure 1C,D) . These shifts are electro-optic and occur on picosecond time scales, yielding nanocrystal response kinetics that are rapid compared to physiological time scales. Spherical qdots are often idealized as an infinite potential well. Upon application of a constant electric field, standard quantum mechanical perturbation theory yields scaling laws for the quantumconfined Stark shift, ΔE γ µ R (Supporting Information). Here, R is the qdot's radius, and E z is the strength of the electric field inside the qdot.
To compute a result more accurate than that from second-order perturbation theory, we used a nonperturbative finite matrix technique that can provide arbitrarily accurate approximations to the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian (Methods). Figure 2 displays voltage-dependent optical parameters for a range of qdot sizes, IIÀVI semiconductor materials, and field strengths, showing how the electrical polarizability scales with the qdot's radius and the effective mass of the charge carrier. These calculations revealed that, without accounting for typical emission wavelengths, quantum yields, and absorption cross sections, materials with large effective hole masses, such as CdTe (m h * = 0.72m e ), are more polarizable and hence show greater voltage sensitivity. For CdTe qdots of radius R = 4 nm, fractional lifetime changes of ∼5% and shifts in the spectral mode of ∼0.5 nm are achievable for electric fields E z ∼ 5 mV/nm, typical of transmembrane electric fields during neuronal action potentials ( Figure 2 ). The voltage-dependent change in fluorescence lifetime also produces a net change in fluorescence intensity. For example, in a two-state model in which a nanocrystal undergoes one-photon excitation at frequency ω and low intensity I, the total fluorescence is F = Φ F k a , where k a = σ 1 /(pω) is the rate constant for absorption, Φ F k r /(k r þ k nr ) is the quantum yield, and σ 1 is the one-photon cross section (Supporting Information). An increase in τ r raises the fraction of excitation events that lead to nonradiative decay, which for small increases, Δτ r , leads to linear reductions in fluorescence intensity (Supporting Information):
Neuronal Voltage Sensing with Membrane-Targeted Semiconductor Nanocrystals. We next examined the case of qdots embedded in a neural membrane, to assess their sensitivity to transmembrane voltages. Due to Debye screening, electric fields outside the cellular membrane decay exponentially with length constant of ∼1 nm. A qdot placed completely within the membrane will therefore experience stronger electric fields and undergo greater modulation of its fluorescence properties. The electric field strength inside a qdot will depend on its composition, size, and shape and interaction with the lipid bilayer. The IIÀVI semiconductors discussed here have a static dielectric constant, ε S ∼ 10, much greater than that of the bilayer (ε B ∼ 2). Thus, qdots completely embedded in the membrane are subject to fields that are substantially screened (Supporting Information).
Although an exact treatment of the electric field in the membrane is beyond the scope of this paper, we considered two distinct simplified scenarios. In the first, the dot has a hydrophobic coating that targets it between the leaflets of the neural membrane. This has been achieved in bilipid layers but not yet in live neurons. 31 In the second, the dot is localized to the membrane but not fully embedded inside of it; this scenario yields reduced electric screening in comparison to the first ( Figure 1A ,B). At transmembrane voltages of V = À70 mV, typical of neuronal resting potentials, the electric field across the membrane is E z ∼ 5 mV/nm (Figure 2A,B) . For a CdTe qdot of 4 nm radius, this field yields an estimate of Δτ r /τ r ∼ 2.5%. Recently developed chemical synthesis techniques have led to nanocrystals that separately limit the spatial extent of the electron and hole wave functions. These are known as type-II semiconductor nanoparticles, in analogy with structures synthesized by microfabrication techniques, and typically consist of a semiconductor nanorod grown on a quantum dot core. 30 Because the tails of the individual carrier wave functions are more voltage-sensitive than the rest, a probe with electronÀhole overlap confined to the tails of either wave function will show enhanced voltage sensitivity ( Figure 3B ). 25, 27 The asymmetry of the structure has an effect similar to electrically prebiasing the quantum dot, creating a fixed electric dipole moment that is more sensitive to small field shifts. This changes the dependence of the fluorescence shift on the applied field strength to a linear dependence, as opposed to the quadratic dependence for conventional qdots. We used a one-dimensional model of these qdotÀ nanorod heterostructures to calculate the carrier wave functions and compare them to those of conventional coreÀshell nanocrystals (Methods) ( Figure 3CÀH ). We calculated the voltage sensitivity of multiple heterostructures and found the most sensitive to be composed of CdTeÀZnTe, which produced Δτ r /τ r values approximately five times greater than those of CdTeÀZnS coreÀshell nanocrystals ( Figure 3H ). There is a negligible valence offset between the materials ( Figure S1) , 32 which produces a maximally polarizable hole, overlapping with a strongly confined electron ( Figure 3G ). This enhancement is, however, very sensitive on the amplitude of the valence band offset between CdTe and ZnTe, which varies between preparations. 25, 33 Other heterostructures, with valence band offsets yielding more confined and less polarizable holes, such as CdTeÀCdS and CdTeÀCdSe, displayed more modest increases in dynamic range. We note that heterostructures typically have low quantum yields (∼5%), due to the restricted spatial overlap between the carrier wave functions, as compared to >50% for coreÀshell nanocrystals. 33 This will reduce the fidelity of spike detection since in the optical shot-noise-limited regime this fidelity scales as the square root of the fluorescence intensity. 34 In principle, the lower quantum yield value can be offset with higher excitation intensity. Moreover, the spike detection fidelity also rises linearly with the voltage sensitivity, ΔF/F (see below), 34 which can be substantially greater for the heterostructures. As opposed to symmetric structures such as qdots, the voltage sensitivity of asymmetric heterostructures depends on the absolute sign of the electric field and thus is sensitive to the nanoparticle orientation in the membrane. For maximum sensitivity, all sensor particles should share a common orientation. This poses additional challenges regarding the optimal targeting of sensors, but more sophisticated engineering of the band offsets might be feasible to further prebias an asymmetric nanorod sensor and rectify its response. Fidelity of Action Potential Detection Using Nanocrystals. Present optical approaches to voltage imaging have modest spike detection fidelity, in part due to inadequate brightness and voltage sensitivity of the optical indicators. This inadequacy is compounded by the millisecond-scale durations of the action potentials, which limits the collection of signal photons during each spike. 35, 36 To explore how well nanocrystals permit spike detection, we applied a recently developed theoretical framework that quantifies the capability to discriminate neural spikes optically in the regime of shot-noise-limited photon detection. 34 This framework allowed us to assess the contributions 0 , a measure of detection fidelity that relates the probability of correctly identifying a spike, P D , to the false positive probability, P F (Supporting Information): 34, 37 
where Φ is the cumulative distribution function of the normal distribution with zero mean and unit variance. Thus, d 0 succinctly describes the experimenter's ability to achieve spike detection sensitivity while limiting the rate of false positive events. If the optical waveform produced by a spike has waveform, F(t i ) i=1 K , for which the signal yields only small deviations from the fluorescence baseline, F 0 , the d 0 of successive frames is a sum in quadrature:
Here ν is the imaging frame rate; d 0 is linearly proportional to the fluorescence contrast ΔF(t i )/F = (F(t i ) À F 0 )/F 0 during a frame but scales as the square root of the number of photons collected N γ = F 0 ν. This highlights the importance of minimizing the rate of background emission and maximizing the absorption cross section and signaling dynamic range, which for nanocrystals are strongly dependent on the particle size and length parallel to the electric field. Comparisons of Fluorescence Microscopy Modalities for Voltage Imaging. We next studied the feasibility of using qdots to sense single spikes in populations of individual neurons and compared their sensitivity to those typically achieved by voltage-sensitive dyes (VSDs) and genetically encoded voltage indicators (GEVIs) (Methods and Supporting Information) ( Figure 4AÀD) . Ideally, the fluorescent report of a spike should be sampled sufficiently rapidly to capture the spike waveform's prominent features. As the electro-optic modulation of a qdot's fluorescence emission is effectively instantaneous, the fluorescence waveform should be sampled at >2 kHz to capture an action potential. This sampling rate can be achieved with low read noise using fast EMCCD or scientific grade CMOS cameras. Alternatively, in two-photon microscopy randomaccess laser-scanning techniques based on acoustooptic deflectors permit discontinuous scanning between selected regions with low access times (t a ∼ 10 μs) 38 compatible with ∼2 kHz sampling at each neuron ( Figure 4C,D) . Our simulations show that the superior brightness of qdots allows spike detection in one-and twophoton microscopy with substantially fewer indicator molecules than with voltage-sensitive dyes ( Figure 4A,B,D) . Our calculations do hinge considerably on the qdot's dielectric environment, the fluorescence background level, and illumination intensity. Although improvements in optical sectioning can help to reduce fluorescence background, 39 these calculations should be regarded as an upper bound on qdot performance. The excitation intensity in conventional epi-fluorescence microscopy using voltage-sensitive dyes is usually limited to ∼1 mW/mm 2 by photobleaching and accompanying forms of photodamage. These deleterious processes are thought to arise in large measure from intersystem crossing of excited fluorophores into long-lived triplet states. 40 This is not a concern with qdots, which allow substantially higher excitation intensities and thus may permit spike detection at far lower labeling densities. Qdots do not introduce free charge into the membrane and can be loaded at a density of ∼100 μm À2 with minimal impact on membrane capacitance (Supporting Information). Enhancement of Spike Detection Using Spectral Measurements. Other imaging strategies yield improved d 0 values by probing the electrochromic properties of the emission and absorption spectra ( Figure 4E ). Prior studies have used selective excitation at the shifting red edge of a voltage-sensitive dye's absorption spectra to enhance the observed ΔF/F at the cost of large decreases in excitation quantum efficiency. 41 This strategy can be useful when photobleaching necessitates maximizing the information transmitted per photon. However, the gains in sensitivity from such strategies are small, heavily dependent on spectral shape, and ARTICLE www.acsnano.org F entail large decreases in absorption rates for nanocrystals that would lower d 0 .
Measurements of the shift in spectral mean could be used to enhance voltage contrast. A spectrometer could be used to measure these spectral shifts, but it would need subnanometer resolution to measure ∼1 nm shifts in the mean across typical spectral widths σ λ ∼ 13 nm. The instrument's integration time would also need to be <1 ms to be able to effectively sample voltage transients. A simpler strategy to increase d 0 would be to use multiple color channels of conventional fluorescence detection since some spectral regions show larger changes in fluorescence intensity than the overall ΔF/F ( Figure 4E ). The use of two color channels can improve d 0 by nearly 50% as compared to one channel, for Δλ h/σλ ∼ ΔF/F ( Figure 4F ). Voltage sensitivity of the qdot's spectral line width 25 and other higher order moments of its spectral distribution may also provide other indications of transmembrane electric field strength, providing further ways to enhance d 0 (Supporting Information).
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed that qdots, widely used as fluorescent markers, may serve well as probes of neural electrical dynamics. Qdots offer cross sections for one-and two-photon absorption that are, respectively, ∼10À100 and ∼100À1000 times greater than those of typical fluorescent proteins or voltage-sensitive dyes. These far larger cross sections represent a key factor that should facilitate voltage detection, despite qdots' modest voltage sensitivity. Additionally, nanocrystals are resistant to photobleaching and should have minimal effect on membrane capacitance, which have been notable obstacles to the widespread use of synthetic voltage sensors.
To evaluate qdots as candidate voltage sensors, we developed an analytic framework that aids rational design of semiconductor voltage sensors. Using this framework, we examined how a nanocrystal's voltage sensitivity depends on its material and structural properties, across a range of pertinent materials and sizes. These calculations agree with previous modeling studies and experimental measurements at both cryogenic 24À26 and room 27 temperatures.
We also introduced a concise kinetic model that describes the voltage-induced changes in a nanocrystal's fluorescence properties. We combined this with a signal detection theoretic framework that permits assessments of different sensors' relative merits. Whereas prior modeling efforts sought to characterize nanocrystal voltage sensitivity, our holistic approach describes the fidelity of action potential detection (d 0 ) in terms of a nanocrystal's material properties. This analysis reveals the relative importance of maximizing the indicator's voltage sensitivity, reducing fluorescence background, and increasing the overall number of photons collected. Still, highly quantitative comparisons remain challenging, as d 0 depends on factors that Nonetheless, our combination of theoretical methods provides scaling laws to evaluate the various material properties' relative importance for spike detection. Notably, we found that the spike detection fidelity can vary by orders of magnitude for different nanocrystals that are nevertheless all similar in size to a lipid bilayer. This reinforces the potentially key role of rational design in creating fast optical sensors to report neurons' transmembrane voltages.
Although the magnitude of the fluorescent modulations during an action potential are modest for qdots with radii similar to the cellular membrane, ∼1À5%, we have shown that with existing forms of fluorescence microscopy these modest changes could still be used to monitor activity in several contexts: in populations of dozens of cells with millisecond time scale precision using random-access techniques, or in even greater numbers of cells using wide-field detection techniques. The d 0 value for both of these approaches could be improved considerably with spectral measurements that probe the nanocrystal's electrochromic properties. Additionally, custom-designed semiconductor nanocrystals tailored to be both bright and strongly polarizable could provide promising sensors.
Further increases in d 0 might also be attained using novel coatings that optimally target nanoparticles, reduce blinking, or interact strongly with the qdot core to enhance voltage sensitivity. 42À44 Optical measurements of voltage also would also benefit substantially from use of microscopy modalities with enhanced sectioning capabilities 39, 45 or collection efficiencies. 46 A growing number of biocompatible surface chemistries target qdots to the exterior of cells. 47 A central unresolved obstacle regarding the use of nanocrystals as sensors of transmembrane potential concerns how to localize the particles within neural membranes. Recent studies successfully incorporated small gold nanoparticles (R ∼ 2 nm) with hydrophobic surface chemistries into the leaflets of bilipid vesicles. 31 In other work, qdots were localized inside or adjacent to cellular membranes by using vesicle delivery methods. 48 Membrane simulations also predict that, with proper surface chemistry, the localization of larger nanocrystals inside a bilipid layer can be free-energetically favorable. 49 However, developing surface chemistries capable of localizing large nanocrystals (R ∼ 4 nm) specifically within neural membranes remains a substantial challenge. Nevertheless, imaging of cellular voltage dynamics is such an important application that further consideration of semiconductor nanocrystals and the requisite surface chemistries for voltage sensing is well warranted.
METHODS
Finite Basis Techniques. We used numerical finite basis methods 50 to model spherical qdots confined in infinite potential wells using MATLAB software (The Mathworks, Natick, MA). We calculated numerically the matrix elements A ij = AEψ i |V e þ V c |ψ j ae (Supporting Information) between the hole eigenstates using the unperturbed |ψ nlm ae wave functions described in Supporting Information, with 0 e n e 3, 0 e l e 2, and Àl e m e l. Inclusion of further wave functions had only minor effects on the results.
Tunneling Resonance Method. We used the tunneling resonance method 51 to calculate exact eigenstate wave functions for the electron and hole in a one-dimensional model of the semiconductor heterostructures, using band offsets from ref 32. Our model ignored the Coulomb interaction, a valid assumption for the small (∼6 nm) nanocrystal sizes considered, but included thermal mixing of excited states. In Figure 3E ,G, the width of the CdSe and CdTe segments, respectively, are fixed at 2 nm length, while the other segments are lengthened. In Figure 3C , the ZnS segments are held fixed at 0.5 nm length. ). The photon collection efficiency was set at 10% for all microscopy modalities. We simulated the action potential waveform in the NEURON (Carnevale N.T. and Hines M.L., Yale, CT) software environment, using a HodgkinÀHuxley model of neocortical neurons. 54 We generated one-photon fluorescence traces by considering stochastic trains of neocortical spikes occurring at a mean rate of 10 Hz. We sampled these trains at 10 kHz and convolved them with the response waveform of the optical indicator. For two-photon microscopy, we considered pulsed excitation at 80 MHz, typical of Ti:sapphire lasers, with a pulse width of 200 fs. For random-access measurements, the spike was sampled with a dwell time, t d , of 25 μs, the dead time, t a , was 15 μs, and excitation intensity, I 2γ , was 5 mW/μm 2 .
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